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From the Desk of the President- The Carnatic Music Association of North America, Inc 
d/b/a CMANA 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dated July 3 2018 

 

Dear Esteemed Members and Patrons of CMANA 

 

I am happy to address you all after two years when we last assembled on June 18 2016. I was elected to 
the office of the President under a new constitution drafted and passed that day.  The term for each office 
is 2 years and we conclude our current term at the end of this meeting. 

We currently have over 1750 fully paid members and over 140 Junior Members as of this day and I thank 
them all for trusting in CMANA and working with us. 

Since I took over as President of CMANA, we have tried to put CMANA in top gear with multi-various 
amount of activity with footprints in North America and in India.  We jumpstarted our term with a 40th 
Anniversary Celebrations on September 24 and 25 2016. Interestingly the artistes that performed that day 
are performing today as well. On that day we inducted our 10th Sangeethasaagara, Padmashri and now 
Sangitha Kalanidhi A Kanyakumari. We also conferred Hony Patronship on Sri V Swaminathan, a noted 
musicologist and Sanskrit Scholar and Mrs Gowri Ramakrishnan, a Carnatic Music Educationist. We 
launched the Long Term Music Card that has a 10 year validity. We now have 10 LT MC holders in our list 
and hope to work on getting more this year. 

In January of 2017, CMANA partnered with another esteemed organization in Chennai, The Narada Gana 
Sabha, to launch the first Indo American Carnatic Music Festival for 2 days and featured 5 concerts - three 
budding artistes from India and two from United States. We also launched our Coffee Table Book on that 
occasion which was released by the former West Bengal Governor Mr Gopalakrishnan Gandhi. Many of 
you donors to CMANA and Music card Holders may have a copy of the same. A few are available today 
and can be had for a small donation to defray printing charges. We have since then conducted the second 
year of IACMF with 6 Artists presenting at the 2018 Festival.  At the time of writing this report, the board 
is working with Narada Gana Sabha to bring this event within NGS own festival that runs between 
December 15 and 31 every year. We will keep the members updated. Our sincere thanks to Mr Harisankar 
Krishnaswami the Secretary of Narada Gana Sabha who worked with us to make this a reality. 
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Around the same time in 2017 we launched an initiative to get the Music Card Holders and Patrons online 
with our Music App. The app, with IOS and Android versions, houses close to 120 CMANA concerts and 
over 1600 songs from 2001 through 2015. Our plan is to get all CMANA concerts archived historically on 
the app in 18 months’ time. That translates to another 200 concerts and close to 2500 songs. Once that is 
accomplished CMANA patrons can listen to all concert music of CMANA from 1976 through date at the 
touch of a button. The planned expenditure to digitally convert it is close to USD 10000. We now have 85 
active members on this app.  As a gesture of appreciation, those members who attend today’s AGBM and 
do not have access to this app can have access to this app for 3 months. 

As Members are aware, we conduct the Annual Great Composers Day Competitions during Labor Day of 
every year. Last year we decided to integrate the children’s competitions with our fall line of programs 
and named it the CMANA Festival. It was well received with the concert of Vignesh Ishwar at the Riders 
University, Lawrenceville. The idea is to attract a fairly diverse audience of all ages, to be able to attend 
and benefit from this CMANA event. This year we intend to continue this model and are in consultation 
with The Bridgewater Temple Management to see if this can be hosted at the Temple’s new premises. 

For the first time in CMANA’s history, we qualified for a 3 year Grant for general operating support from 
the New Jersey Council of the Arts.  This was a long and negotiated process which involved detailed project 
summaries, reports and constant follow up. We hope to utilize this grant to add and bring more diversity 
to our audience. As a first step, the board has launched an NJ Library Program where our Junior Members 
go to perform and demonstrate music at local libraries. We hope to work on similar activities this year. 

This year we had the tour of an upcoming musician from India Aishwarya Vidhya Raghunath who recently 
completed a 12 concert tour of USA under our banner. She was accompanied by Trivandrum Sampath on 
Violin and Delhi Sairam on Mridangam. 

Two weeks ago, CMANA relaunched the Teachers Day program that had been discontinued two decades 
ago. In partnership with The Sringeri Vidhya Bharati Foundation in Stroudsburg, we conducted this one- 
day program and thanks to an anonymous donor we were able to felicitate participants with a Gift Card 
as our token of appreciation.  

None of the above would have been possible without the support of my fellow members in the Board 
particularly Mrs Rhama Narayanan- Secretary and Mrs Jana Narasimhan- Treasurer, ably supported by Mr 
Rajesh Nathan my Vice president. I thank them with the whole of my heart and feel how a good team 
work can help in making big progress to the organization. 

I would be failing completely if I do not place on record the enormous amount of goodwill I had from The 
Past Presidents of CMANA- Sri P Rajagopalan, the Founder President who is 88 and active in India, Sri V 
Ramaswami, Dr P N Aruna and Mr Sankar Narayanan. I have also been supported by all members of the 
committee especially the new audio team of Mr Venkat Rajagopal, V Ramachandran and Purush Krishna. 

I would be ungrateful to the spouses of Mrs Rhama Narayanan and Dr Jana Narasimhan if I do not thank 
Sankar Narayanan and Nachu Narasimhan respectively for able support as spouses and also as co-
committee chairs for the Publishing and Constitution Committees which included past president, Mr T V 
Krishna. 

My special thanks to Sri G Jaisankar and Sri Dorai Raghu for continuing to act as our Financial and 
Operational Committee Members despite their pressing commitments. 
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While we have worked on positives, challenges are galore for CMANA. Declining participation and 
attendance in our event cannot be overstated. The lack of response for office bearers and volunteers, 
coupled with mushrooming of several religious and cultural organizations in New Jersey. Entry barriers to 
conduct concerts are almost none with just a few microphones and decent amount of space the only 
requirement. Artistes costs have gone up 3 fold in the last 5 years and organizations like CMANA has 
largely been affected with these as top artistes demand top dollars from premier organizations like us. 
CMANA has raised our own standards and now offer a full service concert in Music halls and auditoriums 
such as this one and is also providing our most valued Music Card Holders with dinner. All this comes at a 
huge price for us. 

Future plans include a Youth Carnatic Festival both here and in India and a CMANA Conference – a day 
dedicated to you – with Seminars, panel discussions on topics which have been discussed so far in Drawing 
Rooms and corridors. We actively seek your support toward these. We also hope to start a Planned Giving 
program for patrons to contribute to us in their estate. 

Last but not the least, we run an operationally tight ship every year. We hope to get this partly funded 
through ticket prices and also by donations from Patrons. Unfortunately, we don’t do fund raisers as we 
believe that working one on one with potential donors has far wider impact from our operational view. 
Please keep CMANA in mind during year end and at times when you make a plan for giving, CMANA has 
empowered you with all that we offer with virtually all recordings at your pocket. Your dollars can put 
CMANA ahead of others. 

Today we are honoring another music great Prof Emeritus Trichy Sankaran as an Honorary Patron. Please 
stay back for the program and the concert by Ramakrishnan Murthy accompanied by Charumathi 
Raghuraman on violin in honor of this great musician and a past Trustee of CMANA. 

 

Thank you 

Som Sowmyan 

President-CMANA 
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